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The following portfolio presents the final design of my fourth year studio project
completed in ‘Open Studio’, a studio in which we could dictate our own brief, thus allowing
us to focus in on an area of architecture that inspires us or to experiment with something
completely new.
My project focuses primarily on residential architecture but was completed as part of a
wider investigation, as detailed in the research portfolio, into the urban society and how
we can not only make the buildings we design more environmentally sustainable, but how
we can make the spaces we create more socially sustainable.
I chose to focus primarily on residential architecture as I believe, despite the home being
the place most people spend the majority of their lives, large developments have fallen
into the trap of building ‘cookie cutter homes’. The spaces found in a home can have such
an important impact on our lives both physically and psychologically and yet they seem
to be becoming more and more generic in favour of profit for developers. To overcome
this, I have designed a series of houses that respond to how the people living in a home
may wish to use the space, including flexible elements to allow for the modification and
adaptation of house to inhabitant, rather than the other way around, which is specifically
important for disabled residents or families that wouldn’t necessarily fit into a two or three
bedroom home.
In addition to this, the homes have been placed together on site to encourage the
interaction of neighbours through use of private gardens, semi-private spaces and public
spaces for interaction, as well as elements like the exclusion of private vehicles from site to
provide a safe place for pedestrians to walk and children to play.

The scales noted on the following pages are correct when
viewed at 100%, or full screen on a standard 15.6” display.
The document print size is 320 x 180mm.
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Preface

Project Brief

Architects often design specifically for spaces like hospitals and even hotels yet when it comes to the
place where we spend most of our lives, the home, quality of space seems to be overlooked, or rather
unattainable, by the masses, and only really considered by those who can afford bespoke homes. These
spaces should be designed to a standard that allows for comfort and sustainability in every aspect of life,
from sustainable materials to sustainable running costs using passive heating and ventilation to allow for
comfortable spaces and low running costs. The spaces should also be sustainable through adaptability,
allowing the house to adapt to changing residents whether that be an additional member of the family
or an aging inhabitant. Moreover, where an adjustment is too drastic to be possible in one home, a
development of varying sizes and types of home should be provided in order to promote trading up,
or down, within the community. With a growing population, larger house types are beginning to be
needed as well as homes that cater to the aging population, as people are living longer than ever.
There are many influencing factors to a healthy home, some of which include;
Physically:
Sunlight
Daylight
Ventilation/fresh air
Temperature
Psychologically:
Low Running Cost
Natural Light (Circadian Rhythm)
Spaces that adapt to the user, not vice versa, making daily life more comfortable
Sustainable housing stretches further than this however, out towards the community each house sits
within. In order to be truly sustainable, a development must also be socially sustainable. The housing
must sit within the community context, creating interactions between households, and working towards
creating a real sense of community, something that seems to be more desirable than ever in recent years
with the development of technology causing a disconnect between people and reducing face-to-face
interactions.
In the wider picture then, we must also have a community hub.
These elements have all been considered in the design of this project.

“We are steadily and surely ruining our planet so what we have left are the interiors to
which we can retreat, which now need to be about so much more than mere shelter.”
-The architecture of health: how buildings are designed for well-being
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Topos

The Site
My chosen site is on the outskirts of Edinburgh city centre in
Sighthill Public Park. It is surrounded by inter-war housing to the
East of the site, a housing development to the South, currently
under construction, a medical practice, care home, and fitness
centre on the South-West boundary of the park, and Napier
College’s Sighthill campus to the West of the park. Beyond this is
an industrial park.
There are many amenities in close proximity regarding travel
however the area has a significant lack of a sense of place or a
community hub, which this project aims to bring to the area.

1:5000 Site Plan

The site is relatively flat in the East-West direction, however
perpendicular to this, there is a gradual incline from the North
of the site towards the South. This means, in order to retain
direct sunlight on all areas of the site as well as maximising
natural daylight, building heights will have to be much lower
in the south, with taller elements being pushed to the North.
The tallest existing element in the vicinity is Edinburgh Napier’
campus buildings, however, as my site is located on the other
side of the park to this, there is no issue of overshadowing here.

East-West Site Section
1:2000

South-North Site Section
1:2000

Building Heights
The overall building heights strategy was to keep the elements in
the South lower and push the taller elements to the north. This
was applied to the three zones in my project with the residential
zone being at the heart of the project, the blocks being pushed
to the North and the commercial area featuring in the South.
Along with the wedge-like geometry inspired by the existing
elements of the site, this strategy lends the best quality of light
to the homes where people will spend most of their time. The
blocks have been pulled out slightly to avoid overshadowing
even at ground floor level and the area at highest risk of being
overshadowed features the commercial zone, where people
will not spend as much time and that opens out onto the park
allowing connection to the outdoors literally, as well as through
daylight.
In the residential zone, building heights fall from the tallest row
running along the main road at three storeys, to single storey
closest to the park. This not only allows every home to benefit
from direct sunlight, but also protects the private gardens and
public park from the traffic of the main roads and the sound and
dangers that come with it. Moreover, this strategy also follows
the height of the development currently under construction to
the south of the site, at three and four storeys overlooking the
main road, continuing the strong frontage that the development
aimed to create. My project then moves into a more appropriate
scale for the park at single storey.
The roof pitches of the residential zone are 45 degrees to the
West side and 10 degrees to the East side allowing minimisation
of overshadowing even in the winter as per the winter solstice
sun angle and for optimal PV solar gain respectively.

4 Storeys
3 Storeys
2 Storeys
1 Storey

Summer Solstice Section
1:500

Winter Solstice Section
1:500
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Typos

Young Couple
Young Family
Large Family
Elderly Couple

Corner Shop
Salon
Events Space/Sports Facility
Restaurant
Coffee Shop
Nursery
Play park (to replace current)

1 Bed Apartment
2-3 Bed House
4-5 Bed House/Town house
1 Bed Bungalow
Halls of Residence/
Shared Living

Facilities

University
Students

2 Bed Accessible Bungalow

Affordance

Disabled Resident

Life Time-line

Typos:

In the residential zone, house sizes range from one bedroom houses, up to five bedroom houses, both accessible and standard units, with the aim of catering to inhabitants of all
sizes and abilities. Continuing the idea of trading within the development, I mapped a life time-line and assigned a house type and size to each stage of life.
The sizes I designed were:
1 Bedroom House
1 Bedroom Accessible House
2 Bedroom House
2 Bedroom Accessible House
3 Bedroom House
4 Bedroom House
4 Bedroom Accessible Town House
5 Bedroom House
The 1, 4 and 5 bedroom houses are arranged in duplex formation inspired by traditional Edinburgh colonies.

House Types Layout
While the organisation of the units by street was largely dictated by
heights, the units were organised within the streets by unit size. For
the two lower streets, one and two bedroom units are surrounded by
two and three bedroom units respectively. On the tallest, Easternmost block, the overall street is organised with duplex’s to the centre
with two special four bedroom accessible homes on the ends. Within
that, the one and four bedroom duplex’s are found towards the
centres with the one and five bedroom duplex’s fronting on to the
internal pedestrian routes cutting through the main street.

One Bedroom Accessible Bungalow
Two Bedroom Accessible Bungalow

pl

Du

pl

ex

Du

Three Bedroom House
GF - 2x One Bedroom House
FF/SF - Four Bedroom House
Four Bedroom Accessible Town House
GF - 2x One Bedroom House
FF/SF - Five Bedroom House

ex

Two Bedroom House

Grass
Trees/Foliage
Grasscrete

Pedestrian Access
Pedestrian access is based on desire lines through the site
regarding destinations including the park, existing residential
areas, transportation links and surrounding educational facilities.
Two main avenues split the project into the three phases
creating access routes from both ends of the main street into
the heart of the park. Secondary links run parallel to the ‘streets’
and provide residents access to their homes whilst also linking
the other two phases together. Finally, tertiary links weave
through the housing allowing faster routes for the residents of
the inter-war housing to retain access to the existing park and
new residents to access schools to the East.

Primary routes
Secondary routes
Tertiary routes

Vehicular Access and On-Site Parking
The central and most Westerly rows are serviced by the
‘parking block’ in the North zone which allows vehicular
access to been kept to a minimum on site. This allows the
creation of safe pedestrian spaces and encourages more
interaction between residents as well as more sustainable
methods of transport.
Where the Eastern most row runs along the road, parking
for the larger four and five bedroom houses has been
included. This allows ease of access in situations like single
parents trying to move groceries, and up to eight children,
from car to door.

Vehicular access
On-site parking

Emergency Vehicle and Refuse Vehicle Access
Whilst vehicular access of private cars has been kept off
site as far as possible, there is a need for the provision of
emergency and refuse vehicle access. By using grasscrete for
this element, the illusion of pedestrian sized streets has been
retained. The scale of these elements were mapped out using
the turning circles of the relevant vehicles as shown below.
The gardens have been shown with a possible layout where,
as is most important for elderly and disabled residents, the
bins are accessible from both sides meaning they don’t have
to be moved by the residents when they are at their heaviest
to be emptied.

Vehicle Route

Frontages
While the most prominent elevations have been highlighted
on the site plan opposite, the project has continuity of
elevations throughout. Where this differs slightly however,
is in the end house types where extra windows have been
included as a minimum to take advantage of the additional
external wall. In the Eastern-most row, the end house types
are special four-bedroom, accessible and adaptable house
types and so differ from the rhythm of the rest of the street.
The materiality of the elevations also differs throughout
highlighting house types and cantilevered elements allowing
the interior to be somewhat expressed on the exterior.

Main frontages

Street 1
Street one consists of one storey, one and two bedroom
accessible homes.
Both house types allow for multiple layouts of bedroom
furniture including double and twin bed options, and allow
for future hoists to be added through the removal of a non
load bearing wall between the bedroom and bathroom.
Generally living areas have been pulled to the back of the
house opening up onto the gardens and taking advantage
of park views and solar gain whilst bedrooms have been
pushed back to the North-East to keep them cooler. Where
bedrooms are on the South-West facade, the roof has been
extended out further to create passive solar shading and
reduce heat build-up in these rooms.
These are shown right.

Demountable
Partition for Hoist

Demountable
Partition for Hoist

Folding partition for optional
shared living space
Folding partition for optional
shared living space

Raised accessible planter
shared between
households

The one bedroom houses feature wheelchair stores in the
hall as well as optional shared living spaces between each
pair of houses, allowing the inhabitants to relax in their own
private living area, or to open up the space into a shared
space to combat loneliness in residents who may be less
able-bodied than others. This feature is also shown in both
positions on the floor plan to the right.
In the gardens, a raised, accessible planter is shared between
every other house type to create further interaction and
encourage socialising between neighbours.

1:200 Ground Floor Plan

1:200 North-East Elevation

4 Person/3 Apartment Accessible
End Terraced House
GIFA: 72m2

2 Person/2 Apartment Accessible
House
GIFA: 62m2

1:200 South-West Elevation

Street 2
Street two includes two storey 3 Bedroom End
Terraced houses with 2 Bedroom Mid Terraces
Houses between.
Both of these house types are designed with the
bedrooms on the ground floor and the living
spaces on the first floor to take advantage of the
views out over street one towards the park. This
also allows for maximum solar gain in these spaces,
whilst keeping the bedrooms cooler as is preferred.
In the larger three bedroom houses, more space
has been given to the main bathroom with
scenarios like new parents bathing young children
in mind.
Similarly, on the first floor, the three bedroom
house has an open plan living room/kitchen with a
more formal dining space with family life in mind.
In the two bedroom house the kitchen and dining
room have been kept separate to the living area
to avoid smells of the kitchen reaching the living
room.

1:200 Ground Floor Plan

1:200 South-West Elevation

Both of these house types also feature desk spaces
out with needing to turn a bedroom into an office
as a study or home working space as the family
grows.
With gardens to the North-East, sunlight will be
less available here which is why this street includes
homes appropriate for young families to avoid
sun-burn whilst playing. Where sun-light is desired,
the three bedroom house includes a balcony that,
similar to the one bedroom accessible bungalow,
offers optional shared space between neighbours.

1:200 End Elevation

The gardens are accessible via the kitchen creating
outdoor storage and replicating the colony inspired
street 3.
4 Person/3 Apartment
Mid Terraced House
GIFA: 77m2
6 Person/4 Apartment
House
GIFA: 113m2
1:200 First Floor Plan

1:200 North-East Elevation

Street 3 Ground Floor
Street three houses three storey, 4 Bedroom Accessible End Terraced Town
Houses with 1, 4 and 5 Bedroom Duplex’s between. At ground floor level
shown right, it is only one bedroom homes that can be seen alongside the
town houses.
In these one bedroom homes similar strategies to the previous house
types have been employed including pulling living areas to the SouthWest and pushing bedrooms back to the North-East. Where these house
types differ more however, is in the ceiling heights. Where the other house
types generally have standard ceiling heights, except where exposed rafter
roofing is seen, the living areas of the one bedroom houses that sit below
five bedroom units have taller ceiling heights in order to give the illusion
of more space. It also allows more natural light to penetrate into the
space, furthering this illusion.

Free space for study
area or accessible lift

The living areas all open out onto private south facing gardens which
receive direct sunlight even in the winter months. This was important to
include as these are the only houses that do not benefit from views out to
the park.
Externally, render and brick have been used to differentiate the one
bedroom house at ground floor level from the larger house types above on
the South-West elevation.
In the town house, we see one of the only times a bedroom is on the
South-West facade, receiving direct sunlight. This is in case the inhabitant
is bed ridden and only has access to this room. Moreover, a demountable
partition again gives the option to put a hoist in later to the adjacent
bathroom if the need arose, and french doors allow fresh air and access
to the private garden. Where the inhabitant is wheelchair bound, there is
space left to allow for a future lift to be installed to allow access to all levels
of the home. Alternatively, this space can be used as a work space.

1:200 Ground Floor Plan

8 Person/5 Apartment
Accessible End Terraced Town House
GIFA: 156m2
2 Person/2 Apartment Ground Floor Duplex beneath 10P/6A Upper Floors Unit
GIFA: 44m2
2 Person/2 Apartment Ground Floor Duplex beneath 8P/5A Upper Floors Unit
GIFA: 44m2
1:200 South-West Elevation

Street 3 Upper Floors
On the upper levels, street three is made up of the same 4 Bedroom Accessible End Terraced Town Houses, with 5
Bedroom 4 Bedroom units between.
The town houses continue into the first floor with another two bedrooms and wheelchair storage. On the second floor,
the entire footprint is left open featuring a spacious kitchen, dining and living room big enough to inhabit a family of
eight.
The five bed end terrace houses take advantage of the change in floor level created by the raised ceiling in the unit
below. This allows split level floors designed with family life in mind. The kitchen on the first floor allows parents to be
eye level with children playing in the living room on the first floor mezzanine level. Similarly, as this is a house type for
up to ten people, the nestling of the dining table into the floor allows for a larger living space when needed, or a large
dining table to be revealed. There is one bedroom at this level and on the second floor there is a further four bedrooms,
two with a Jack and Jill bathroom, the other two both with en-suits or walk in wardrobe options.
The four bed mid-terraces are more similar to the smaller house types in that they have the bedrooms on the lower
level and the living are on the upper level. They also feature a small study to provide a productive working from home
environment. Finally, and similarly to the three bedroom house, they have a South-West facing balcony that offers a
shared option to open up to neighbouring households.
All three of these house types have external access on the first floor
creating external storage and separating parking from garden to
ensure the safety of children playing here. At the entry point a
vestibule space has been included as these units are designed
for the ease of use by such large families. Despite keeping
most of the residential zone car free, it was important
to give these house types private drives as they do
cater to such large families and it would have been
unreasonable to expect a single parent to carry
shopping from the North block to the house
with eight children in tow.

1:200 First Floor Plan

1:200 End Elevation

1:200 North-East Elevation
8 Person/5 Apartment
Accessible End Terraced Town House
GIFA: 156m2

10 Person/6 Apartment Upper
Floors Duplex
GIFA: 180m2

8 Person/5 Apartment Upper
Floors Duplex
GIFA:162m2

1:200 Second Floor Plan

1:50 Physical Model of 1/5 Bedroom Duplex

1:50 Physical Model of 1/5 Bedroom Duplex
Showing built-in dining table options

Block 1 Inhabited GF Plan
1:200
Showing how residents could personalise the spaces.

Block 2 Inhabited GF Plan
1:200
Showing how residents could personalise the spaces.

Block 2 Inhabited FF Plan
1:200
Showing how residents could personalise the spaces.
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Tectonics

Tectonics:
Structure - Timber frame structure has been utilised
throughout as it is a sustainable method of construction and is
the system used in a lot of NET ZERO buildings across the UK.
Where concrete will be employed for the construction of
ground floor slabs, engineered timber joists have been
specified in the first and second floors.

Material Expression - Continuing on from the most recent
development to the south of the site, as the architects on this
project worked hard to create a sense of visual identity for
the site, the materials used here (sandy coloured brick) will be
carried into my project, with the addition of a softer render,
where appropriate, to reflect the inter-war housing to the East
of the site and to differentiate between house types.

Specification - The timber frame construction allows for high
levels of insulation and a good level of thermal mass in the
form of screeded floors to each story.
Windows will be high-performance triple glazed units to the
North-East and North-West façades with double glazed units
on the South-East and South-West façades to allow for more
solar gain and slight savings in cost.
The roof will be finished with grey tiles specially designed
for roof slopes as gradual as 10o, and PV’s will feature on the
South-West facade in order to capture further solar gain,
reducing the carbon footprint of the building.
The performance of the building should achieve a zero carbon
benchmark, hopefully with excess electricity from the PV
panels being fed back into the national grid.
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Material Expression
Brick has been continued into the
handrails of the external stairs
alongside metal handrails which
along with the grey downpipes,
window frames and doors keep
the colour palette of the project
modern and fresh.
Monoblock has been specified
for the driveways as it is in
keeping with the palette of the
project, is a durable material and
is relatively low-maintenance.

1:50 Technical Section and Corresponding Elevation
2 Bedroom House Type

1:50 Technical Section and Corresponding Elevation
1/5 Bedroom Duplex House Type

1:50 Perspective Section
2 Bedroom House Type

1:50 Perspective Section
1/5 Bedroom Duplex House Type

1:50 Physical Model of 1/5 Bedroom Duplex
Indicating timber construction and external material finishes

1:1,000 East-West Section
Showing full width of the park from the main road, through my project, to Napier University.

